Starting 3rd cohort in Fall 2018:

A program for students in COSE (e.g., Bio, Chem, Psy and Geography) to learn computer science skills!

5 courses, 15 units total, taken during 4 semesters:

Fall: CSc 306 (An Interdisciplinary Approach to Computer Programming)
Spring: CSc 220 (Data Structures)
Fall: CSc 307 (Web Programming)
Fall and Spring: CSc 698 (Two semesters to work on an independent project in a team)

No prior CS knowledge needed! Details on PINC web site.

Get a minor in Computer Applications or simply take one class to find out more about computer science.

Mentoring by CS students and caring Professors!

Apply your new CS skills to topics of your major & improve your job prospects!

The first class (CSc 306) will be offered in Fall of 2018, T/Th, 2PM – 3:15, taught by Dr. Pleuni Pennings (Biology)

Note that CSc 306 is equivalent to CSc 210 and can count towards your major (e.g., CMB, Micro).

If you’re interested in taking the first class, visit pincsfsu.com to sign up!